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Ever since Millikan’s historic experiment determined that
the charge on matter comes in discrete units @1#, experiment-
ers have spent much time and effort first determining the
precise value of that charge, and later trying to observe in-
stances in nature where anything other than an integer mul-
tiple version of that charge exists.
The first hint that such objects might be present in nature
were the results obtained from the deep inelastic scattering
experiments at SLAC during the late 1960s @2#. These ex-
periments first demonstrated that nucleons do in fact have
substructure. By exploring the structure functions in these
scattering experiments, it was discovered that protons and
neutrons were constructed of smaller pointlike partons, and
that there were three charge-bearing partons in each of the
proton and the neutron @3#.
This observed parton structure fit well into the quark
model previously proposed by Gell-Man and Zweig @4–6#.
Although in this model the quarks which make up the bary-
ons and mesons have fractional charge, they are always com-
bined in a way that results in an integrally charged baryon or
meson.
Despite decades of searching no one has yet observed a
quark free of its ever-present neighbors. Also, the search for
electrons or other leptonic-type particles with fractional
charge has been in vain. These include larger and more so-
phisticated versions of Millikan’s oil drop experiment,
searches in bulk matter, experiments at accelerators, and
searches in the cosmic radiation @7–11#. A clear observation
of fractional charge would be extremely important since, de-
pending on the type of particle seen, it might mean that con-
finement breaks down under some circumstances or that en-
tirely new classes of particles exist.
In grand unified theories it is relatively easy to accommo-
date fractional charge in color singlets by extending the uni-
fication group from SU 5 to a larger group. For example, an
extension to SU 7 allows for charges of 13 @12#, another
which allows 13 e charge leptons has gauge group SU 5
3SU 58 @13#. Other grand unified theory groups have been
considered which allow for fractional charge, including
SU 8 @14#, SO 14 @15#, and SO 18 @16#. Further, some
theories of spontaneously broken QCD have also predicted
free quarks @17#, although these quarks would probably be
contained in super-heavy quark-nucleus complexes with
large nonintegral charge.
This paper presents the results of a search for penetrating,
weakly interacting particles with fractional charge in the cos-
mic radiation with the MACRO detector. A more detailed
description of this analysis can be found in @18#. Since a
particle of charge Q has a rate of energy loss by atomic
excitation and ionization proportional to Q2, particles of a
given velocity with fractional charge deposit less energy in a
detector than particles with unit charge. So, for example, a
particle traveling at relativistic speed with charge of 13 e will
have an energy deposition only 19 that of the muon. For this
reason we call such particles lightly ionizing particles
~LIP’s!. A quark of the standard model also interacts via the
strong force and would not be able to penetrate large05200amounts of material; thus this search is only sensitive to
penetrating lightly ionizing particles.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The MACRO detector is a large ~’10 000 m2 sr! under-
ground scintillator and streamer tube detector and has been
described in detail elsewhere @19,20#. Because of MACRO’s
large size, fine granularity, high efficiency scintillator, and
high-resolution tracking system, it is uniquely suited to look
for LIP’s. In order to take advantage of this situation a spe-
cial LIP trigger system has been built.
Using the lowest level energy-based scintillator trigger
available in MACRO, it allows a search for particles which
interact electromagnetically but deposit much smaller
amounts of energy in the scintillator counters than minimum
ionizing muons. The inputs are the individual counter low-
energy triggers produced in the PHRASE ~one of the gravi-
tational collapse triggers!, which have a trigger threshold of
about 1.2 MeV. Since a typical muon energy loss is about 40
MeV, this trigger threshold allows a search for particles los-
ing less than 1/25 of this.
Streamer tubes are more efficient at triggering on LIP’s
than the scintillator system. The key to the good sensitivity
of the streamer tubes, even to extremely small amounts of
ionization, is that even a single ion-electron pair produces a
full streamer with reasonable probability.
The measured single ion-pair efficiency for the MACRO
tubes, gas mixture, and operating voltage is over 30%, which
is consistent with earlier work @21#. Since selected tracks are
required to cross at least 10 streamer tube planes and a LIP
trigger only requires that any 6 of them fire, the streamer
tube triggering probability is over 99% for the range of
charges considered in this search.
The LIP trigger uses field programmable gate array cir-
cuits to form coincidences between counters in the three
horizontal planes of MACRO scintillator. The resulting ac-
cidental coincidence rate of approximately 10 Hz would
overload the data acquisition and storage system and so it is
reduced by requiring a coincidence with at least six streamer
tube planes in the bottom part of the detector.
Since a well-reconstructed streamer tube track is required
in the final off-line analysis, the streamer tube trigger re-
quirement does not reduce the efficiency of the search, al-
though it reduces accidental coincidences to an acceptable
level. The LIP trigger stops the 200 MHz wave-form digi-
tizer ~WFD! system and causes the data acquisition system to
readout the wave forms of all the counters involved in the
trigger.
The use of this trigger allows a physics search for LIP’s
which is unique in many ways. Some of the main features
which distinguish it are as follows.
~1! Sensitivity down to 15 equivalent fractional charge.
Previous experiments have only checked for particles with
charge * 13 @8#.
~2! Good acceptance from b50.25– 1.0. Particles which
have a velocity lower than 0.25c are not guaranteed to pass
through the detector quickly enough to insure that the LIP
trigger will detect a coincidence in the faces of the scintilla-3-2
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the very large water Cherenkov detector in Japan ~Kamio-
kande! @22#. However, because of the nature of the Cheren-
kov process, water detectors are only sensitive to particles
with b*0.8.
~3! Size of detector. The MACRO detector presents ’800
m2 of fiducial area to downward-going particles. The Cher-
enkov search at Kamiokande presents a nominal detection
area of 130 m2 @22#. The best results from scintillator-based
experiments come from even smaller detectors. The search
by Kawagoe et al. @23# relied on a detector of only 6.25 m2.
~4! The possibility of searching within large multiple
muon bundles for fractional charge. Because of the size and
granularity of the MACRO experiment, it is possible to iso-
late tracks located in muon bundles containing on the order
of 20 muons, and to check their energy deposition to see
whether they are consistent with LIP’s. For both smaller ex-
periments and nongranulated experiments ~such as single
large volume water experiments like Kamiokande!, multiple
muon events are rejected from the data sample. If fraction-
ally charged particles were being produced in high energy
collisions in the upper atmosphere, previous experiments
may have missed the signature due to the particles being
buried in the high-multiplicity shower.
~5! Use of high-resolution wave-form digitizers for en-
ergy and timing reconstructions. At a trigger threshold of
’1.2 MeV each scintillator counter fires at approximately 2
kHz. The traditional analogue to digital converter ~ADC! or
time to digital converter ~TDC! system is susceptible to er-
rors associated with false starts at this rate ~see, for example,
@24#!. A small pulse triggering the ADC-TDC system just
prior to a large pulse can result in partial integration of the
large pulse, producing a fake low ionization event.
~6! Use of a high precision limited streamer tube tracking
system. Previous underground experiments @22,23,25# did
not have independent tracking systems. Since muons that
clip the corners of scintillating volumes can be an important
source of background, the use of a tracking system is essen-
tial for the performance of a low background search. In ad-
dition, without a tracking system it is hard to recognize the
cases where the actual tracks pass between volumes and ac-
companying soft g rays enter into the scintillating volumes.
This can be a source of background @25#. The use of a track-
ing system is also one of the reasons that the MACRO can
look for fractional charge in high multiplicity muon bundles.
III. DATA ANALYSIS
The data for this search comes from two periods. The first
ran from July 24th to October 12th of 1995, and the second
from December 17th 1995 to November 16th 1996. These
were both periods of uninterrupted wave-form and LIP op-
eration with the entire MACRO detector. The live time var-
ied for subsections of the detector and the longest live time
was 250 days.
A. Low-energy reconstruction
Triggering at very low thresholds is challenging. While
previous searches have restricted themselves to 13 e , this05200search reaches 15 e . For particles with average path lengths
through the MACRO scintillator counters the energy depos-
ited is about
40 MeV3S 15 D
2
’1.6 MeV. ~3.1!
Therefore, in order to be able to reconstruct LIP’s which pass
through the MACRO, it is necessary to reconstruct energies
between 1.5 and 40 MeV.
The triggering threshold of the LIP trigger was measured
by using muons which passed through small amounts of
scintillator in the MACRO detector, and thus deposited small
amounts of energy. The measured triggering efficiency is
shown in Fig. 1; it is 100% above ’2 MeV, 50% above 1.2
MeV.
Each scintillator counter used in the analysis was cali-
brated using naturally occurring low-energy g rays. The most
important of these g rays for the calibration is the 2.6 MeV
line from the radioactive decay chain:
~3.2!
After every event which causes a readout of the WFDs,
one millisecond worth of WFD data is collected for every
counter involved in the event. For fast particles such as
muons only the first few microseconds of the WFD data is
relevant. The rest of the data is recorded in order to search
for slowly moving particles such as magnetic monopoles.
The one millisecond of data contains small pulses caused by
naturally occurring radioactivity. By looking at these radio-
activity pulses we can reconstruct the low energy spectrum.
Figure 2 shows this spectrum for one of the MACRO scin-
tillator counters.
The solid line is a fit to a falling radioactivity spectrum
plus two Gaussians, one associated with the 2.6 MeV 81
208Tl
line, and the other, with the 1.4 MeV 40K line. A full GEANT
Monte Carlo Step was performed to determine where the
absolute energies of the lines in this spectrum should be, and
the information from the fit is used to make a calibration
constant to convert between observed photomultiplier tube
~PMT! signal measured in the wave forms and deposited
energy.
Since 1–5 MeV is the important signal region for the LIP
search, reconstructing the low-energy spectrum in this region
is proof that we can also reconstruct LIP’s in this region. For
this reason, we require a counter to have a good calibration
in order to use it for the LIP analysis. Aside from a very few
nonfunctional scintillator counters, in practice, what this
means is that only the counters placed in three horizontal
planes were used, and the counters in vertical planes were
not.
B. Time reconstruction
It is important to determine an event’s longitudinal posi-
tion in a counter from its WFD data. Calibration events as3-3
M. AMBROSIO et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 62 052003FIG. 1. The measured efficiency of triggering
the low-energy PHRASE trigger and the LIP trig-
ger as a function of energy. Some measured effi-
ciencies are greater than 100% because the nor-
malization factor used is only an estimate of the
true normalization as a function of energy.described in Sec. III A have no associated streamer tube
track, and so this is the only source of the information nec-
essary to correct for the light attenuation of the scintillator.
For particles passing through the detector, we require consis-05200tency between the longitudinal position of the event indepen-
dently determined by the streamer tubes and the PMT sig-
nals. This reduces the background due to accidental coinci-
dences between a small radioactivity pulse somewhereFIG. 2. A fit to low-energy WFD data with a
falling radioactive spectrum, and a Gaussian as-
sociated with both the 2.6 MeV g ~T1! and 1.4
MeV g ~K! line. Each energy bin is 16.7 keV
wide. The eight parameters of the fit are the nor-
malization and slope for an exponential and the
normalization, mean, and width for the two Gaus-
sians.3-4
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the streamer tubes and that by the PMT signals
for a sample of the muon data. The rms deviation
from the mean ~sigma! is 8.5 cm. All counters
used in the analysis are included in this histo-
gram; individual counters have smaller sigmas.in the counter followed by a muon passing through a crack in
the detector. The width of the position resolution determines
how tightly this cut can be made.
The longitudinal position in a counter of an event can be
calculated using the WFD information with the expression:
pos5
Dt3v
2 , ~3.3!
where Dt is the difference in time between the pulses on the
two sides of the counter ~as measured by the wave forms!,
and v is the effective speed of light in the counter. Figure 3
shows the difference between the positions of muons passing
through a scintillator counter calculated by the streamer tube
tracking system and that calculated by the WFD system for
all of the scintillator counters used in the analysis.
These timing results were obtained by first performing a
software simulation of a constant fraction trigger @26# to ob-
tain an initial estimate of the longitudinal position. This cir-
cuit triggers at the point on the leading edge of a pulse which
is a fixed fraction of the maximum height of the pulse. In
order to estimate at what time the pulse crosses the fixed
fraction of the maximum peak voltage ~20% was used for
this analysis! a simple linear fit was used between the two
samples closest to the point of crossing.
A neural network was then used to further refine the esti-
mate of the longitudinal position. The neural network was
trained with a sample of events using the position obtained
from the streamer tubes. We chose to use a neural network
since we did not find an alternative which provided the same
or better precision and was less computationally intensive. A
more detailed description of the network used can be found
in @18#.05200IV. SEARCH RESULTS
After calibration, the data set was examined for LIP’s in
both single and multiple track events. In order to be consid-
ered in the analysis, an event had to satisfy three require-
ments: the LIP trigger must have fired; at least one track
must have been reconstructed in the streamer tube system;
and finally, at least one of the reconstructed tracks must have
passed through counters in the top, center, and bottom of the
detector. There were approximately 1.3 million events which
satisfied these requirements. The data set was broken into
two exclusive pieces, a single track and a multiple track set,
with approximately 90% of the events being in the single
track sample.
Each of the selected events was then examined to deter-
mine its rate of energy loss in the scintillator. For each of the
counters that a selected particle passed through, the recon-
structed energy was scaled to a common path length of 19
cm, the distance a vertical muon passing through a scintilla-
tor counter traveled. To reduce the chance that anomalies
would affect the result, the maximum energy in any of the
counters was used as a measure of the particle’s energy loss.
Figure 4 is a histogram of this distribution for all of the
tracks ~in both the single and multiple track sample! that
passed the selection criteria.
The trigger becomes more than 60% efficient at about 1.2
MeV and quickly rises to 100% efficiency. Then, at about 20
MeV, the efficiency of this search quickly drops to zero be-
cause a cut must be made to reject muons. Before any cuts,
there are events in the region where LIP’s would be expected
to appear ~&20 MeV!. These result from two classes of re-
construction errors. First, there are cases where tracks passed
close to the edge of a scintillator counter or very close to a3-5
M. AMBROSIO et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 62 052003FIG. 4. The maximum energy reconstructed
in any counter on the track. Only an event in
which every counter has a low energy will show
up as having low energy in this histogram. The
reconstructed energy has been scaled to a 19 cm
path length for all events.phototube and the energy was incorrectly reconstructed. We,
therefore, also exclude tracks which at their center in the
scintillator volume are located in the final 10 cm of a scin-
tillator counter. By requiring that all tanks hit by the track
have this fiducial requirement, the number of events in the
single track sample is reduced by ’4%.
Second, there are events in which the position recon-05200structed by timing in the scintillator counter is inconsistent
with that obtained by the streamer tube tracking system, pos-
sibly due to random noise in the streamer tubes confusing the
tracking algorithm. We require that the position of the par-
ticle passage as reconstructed in the streamer tubes agrees
with the position as reconstructed by the neural network tim-
ing procedure to within 645 cm, which is about 3 s forFIG. 5. The maximum energy reconstructed
in any counter on the track for events in the
single track sample. The streamer tube and scin-
tillator position reconstruction have been required
to agree to within 645 cm, and fiducial cuts in
the scintillator volume have been applied.3-6
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in any counter on the track of the event for the
multiple track sample. The streamer tube and
scintillator position reconstruction have been re-
quired to agree to within 645 cm, and fiducial
cuts in the scintillator volume have been applied.
The events with the three lowest energies arose
from falsely reconstructed tracks in the streamer
tube system. There are no real tracks associated
with these events.energy depositions smaller than 5 MeV. This cut removes
1.8% of the data.
Figure 5 is the distribution of the maximum counter en-
ergy on a track for all of the single muon tracks considered in
the analysis after the fiducial and position agreement cut.
The expected signal region for LIP’s is below 20 MeV.
Figure 6 is the same distribution for the multiple track
sample. There are four events in the multiple tracks sample
with maximum deposited energies between 20 and 23 MeV.
The minimum entry in the distribution for the single track
sample is 23 MeV. These four events were examined by
hand. All four were reconstructed as double muons by the
tracking algorithm. In three cases, the tracking algorithm
failed and assigned a track where one really did not exist.
This nonexistent track intersected counters that were actually
hit, but the calculated path lengths with the fake track were
incorrect. The fourth event had a maximum energy loss of 23
MeV. This event shows no anomalies and is consistent with
the lowest energy seen in the single track sample.05200V. CONCLUSIONS
In the approximately one year of running that this search
covers, no candidates for LIP’s were observed. This search
was sensitive to particles with charges greater than 15 e and b
between approximately 0.25 and 1.0. Unlike previous experi-
ments, this search attempted to find LIP’s in both single track
events and buried among the tracks of multiple muon show-
ers.
For the single track sample, the assumption of an isotropic
flux yields a 90% C.L. upper flux limit of F<9.2
310215 cm22 s21 sr21.
Once again, it should be emphasized that the energy loss
considered for particles in this search is due solely to atomic
excitation and ionization. If LIP’s are present in the cosmic
rays and they interact strongly as well as electromagnetically
they will not be able to travel through enough rock to reach
the MACRO detector before they interact strongly. Only if
strongly interacting LIP’s were produced in the rock veryTABLE I. A summary of limits in LIP searches expressed in units of cm22 s21 sr21. This limit ~MACRO!
is compared with limits from the water Cherenkov Kamiokande experiment and the scintillator-based LSD
experiment. The MACRO experiment is alone in setting a limit on 15 e and
1
4 e charged particles. A ‘‘-’’ in
the table means that the listed experiment was not sensitive to the relevant charge while ‘‘Not quoted’’ means
that while in principle the detector was sensitive, the authors chose not to report a limit for that charge.
Search
Charge
1
5
1
4
1
3
1
2
2
3
This search 2.8310214 1.0310214 9.5310215 1.1310214 2.0310214
LSD - - 2.3310213 Not quoted 2.7310213
Kamiokande - - 2.1310215 Not quoted 2.33102153-7
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The two best experiments to compare this result with are
the liquid scintillator detector ~LSD! experiment @25# and the
Kamiokande experiment @22#. While LSD had the best
scintillator-based limit in the world prior to this experiment,
Kamiokande has the lowest limit. Both of these experiments
only claim sensitivity to 13 e and 23 e charged particles.
Table I summarizes the limits of this search in compari-
son to other searches. For the entries marked ‘‘Not quoted,’’
the experiments do not report a limit for that charge although
the experiment should have been sensitive to that energy
deposition. At least in the case of LSD there were two can-
didates in the 12 e region which were ignored because they
were not considering 12 e charged particles. In the Kamio-
kande experiment only 13 e and 23 e were searched for.
Unlike the other two searches this search is sensitive to a
continuous range of charges from 15 e to close to the charge
of an electron. This limit is shown in Fig. 7. This search had
no candidates and required hand scanning of only 3 in 1.2
million events.
In order to compare flux limits for LIP’s from different
experiments one must keep several factors in mind. First of
all, this is a limit on the flux of local LIP’s at the site of the
FIG. 7. The upper limit on LIP fluxes at 90% confidence level
established by this search. q is the charge of the LIP. Also shown
are the limits from the searches done at the Kamiokande and LSD
experiments. Unlike those experiments we report a limit for a con-
tinuous range of charges. For this analysis the stated flux limits are
valid for a b range of 0.25–1.0.05200detector. Different mechanisms for LIP production result in
different properties for their flux. One possibility is that the
LIP particles are produced very close to the detector by some
unknown neutral particle or mechanism. In this case, one
could indeed expect a location independent, isotropic flux.
However, for the more general case of LIP production far
away from the detector, one expects different fluxes of LIP
particles in different underground locations. At each detector
site there will be a unique and nontrivial angular distribution,
because of different rock thickness above the detectors. This
will be true if the LIP particles are produced near the detec-
tor in high-energy muon showers, in cosmic ray showers in
the atmosphere, or if they are impinging on the Earth from
outer space.
Note that only particles above some minimum energy can
reach an underground detector from the atmosphere, because
of the ionization loss in the Earth. For the case of MACRO,
which has a minimum depth of 3300 meters of water equiva-
lent, the initial energy of a 15 e charged particle before it
enters the earth must be >20 GeV. In comparison, the Ka-
miokande experiment has an overburden of 2700 meters of
water equivalent, and the LSD experiment is covered with
5000 meters of water equivalent so the energy thresholds
should be correspondingly lower and higher, respectively.
In a general discussion such as this one we can only make
some qualitative remarks. If the LIP particles are produced in
the atmosphere they should not arrive from directions below
the horizon. A 15 e charged particle would travel 25 times as
far as a muon by virtue of its reduced energy loss, but that
distance is still very small compared to the diameter of the
earth.
To compare the results of the different experiments one
should therefore, in principle, consider a particular physical
model of production of the particles, a detailed description of
the material above the detectors, and the detector acceptan-
ces ~including their angular dependences!.
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